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Listen to the sounds and 
repeat them



The princess in the tower is rescued by the horse.
She says thththank you! th
Sh said the horse to the hissing snake. sh

The horse sneezes when the caterpillar’s hairs get up it’s nose

ch



thin that this than

bath path moth then

Sh, ch or th words.

shop ship shut fish

wish cash dash dish
chin chop chip chat

rich such much itch



Try to spell these words without 
looking at them.

Check your words on the page before this 
one then write all your words 
in rainbow colours. First write each word 
in pencil, then trace over each word 3 
times. Each time use a different colour and 
you will see a rainbow appear.



Red Words :

was, with, for, his, you

Write these red words as pyramids ( look at the example) then write the 
words 3 times forwards.
For example: w

wa
was

Look ,cover, write and then check that you have written them all 
correctly.



Can you read these green words by sounding 
them out ? Then try reading them without 
sounding them out.

bin           cat             get

cot            can            up

kit            mud           cup

bed          met            bad

in           it              on

and       pin           pig

got        dog          sit

tip         pan         gap

dig         top



You are going to read a short story. First you will see the 
green words which you can sound out, then I will tell you 
the red words you will need to know.

Green words:  got    dish    pot    jam    leg    chin  
Red words:      I      of     my      

Keep reading these  green and red words a few times 
until you are happy you know them.



Jam

I got a dish and a pot of jam.



Plop. 
Jam on my leg.

Plop.
Jam on my chin.



Lots of jam!



Can you answer these questions about the story ?

1. What two things does the girl get at the start of the story ?

2. Where does the jam go first?

3. How did the girl’s Mummy feel when she saw the mess?



Great job ! 

Well done!


